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Abstract: Gas assisted atomization is becoming increasingly important in many industrial applications such as physical,
chemical and petroleum processes. In order to achieve proper atomization it is crucial to have proper mixing of gas (air)
and liquid (water) in the feeding conduit before it enters into the nozzle. The flow regime, as well as the flow pattern and
structure of the flow, are some of the important parameters that describe two-phase gas/liquid flows, and identify twophase gas/liquid flow regimes. It is also desirable to know under what conditions there is a transition among the different
flow regimes (dispersed, stratified, annular, annular-dispersed, slug, wavy-slug, mist-annular). Due to the existence of
relative movement in the interfaces and variable interactions between two phases, two-phase gas/liquid flow is a complex
transport phenomenon compared to single-phase flow. Still, there is no effective technique to identify the two-phase
gas/liquid flow regimes and it is even difficult to capture the accurate flow structures in smaller conduits in turbulent flow
cases. Lack of solid and comprehensive theories for predicting and calculating the pressure and void fraction variations in
two-phase air/water flow situations has left engineers without essential information for proper design of two-phase flow
systems. This review is an effort to explore the state of the present advanced measurement techniques in this field of
research. Subsequently, some of the advanced void fraction, photonics and pressure measurement techniques and
correlations for identification of two-phase gas/liquid flow regimes and bubble sizes are investigated.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Two-phase gas/liquid flows are quite complicated
transport phenomena. There are still fundamental aspects of
the two-phase gas/liquid flow whose physical descriptions
are still unknown and modeling results are questionable.
Experimental observations are difficult in this case, as the
migration of dispersed bubbles towards the top of the pipe,
due to buoyancy, and complicated turbulence interaction
causes a highly non-symmetric volume distribution in the
pipe cross-section. Often, existing theoretical solutions do
not agree with the experimental results. Accurate measurement techniques of two-phase gas/liquid flow are a ubiquitous
challenge. Often, existing measurement techniques cannot
explain important physical properties and parameters needed
to model the two-phase flow phenomena. There is the utmost
need to explore novel experimental techniques in order to
obtain a better insight into fundamental phenomena associated
with two-phase gas/liquid fluid dynamics.
A phase refers to the solid or liquid, or vapour state of
matter. A two-phase flow is the flow of a mixture of two
phases such as gas (bubbles) in a liquid, or liquid (droplets)
in gas. In this paper, special emphasis is given to the
horizontal two-phase gas/liquid flow condition. Horizontal
two-phase gas/liquid flow can be classified into two major
categories a) dispersed flow or b) separated flow. Dispersed
phase flows are flows in which one phase consists of discrete

elements, such as droplets in a gas or bubbles in a liquid and
the discrete elements are not connected. In a separated flow,
a line of contact separates the two phases. An annular flow is
a separated flow in which there is a liquid layer on the pipe
wall and a gaseous core [1]. Thus, the accumulated air, in a
conduit, can evolve into different flow patterns, from
stratified, annular to dispersed flow patterns.
Lack of solid and comprehensive theories for predicting
and calculating the pressure and void fraction variations in
two-phase air/water flow situations has left engineers without
essential information for proper design of two-phase gas/liquid
systems [2]. In addition, there is a lack of reliable
experimental techniques to obtain the physical properties of
the two-phase, two-component flows. In this paper, basic
theories and advanced experimental techniques of two-phase
gas/liquid flows are reviewed extensively. In the first two
sections of this article, basic theories and several useful nondimensional numbers for the two-phase gas/liquid flow are
explained. Subsequently, the advanced pressure measurements,
void fraction measurements, and photonics and image analysis
techniques used in the two-phase gas/liquid flows are
reviewed. Finally, several useful correlations to characterize
the bubble size in two-phase, air-water horizontal flows are
reviewed. This review is a benchmark of the state-of-the-art
experimental tools and analysis techniques of the two-phase
gas/liquid flows.
2. BASIC CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS
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The basic theory of two-phase, two-component flow is
described in this section. The superficial velocity, which is
the velocity that either of the phases would flow alone
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occupying the entire cross-section of the pipe (uds = 4Qd/ D2
or ucs = 4Qc/ D2), is an important parameter in the gas-liquid
flow system [3]. The void fraction, which is the portion of the
pipe cross sectional area occupied by the gas phase, is another
important parameter in the gas-liquid flow system. When the
velocity of the phases is the same (no-slip), the void fraction is
termed the homogeneous void fraction (H =Ag / Apipe = uds /
uds+ucs). This definition of the void fraction is valid for the
dispersed bubbly flow [4-6]. However, due to slip between the
phases, the homogeneous void fraction is a bit lower
(approximately 1/1.2 times lower) than the non-slip condition
[7]. Air (Gas) to liquid ratio or ALR ( GLR ) ratio can be
defined as the ratio of the mass flow rate of the gas phase to
the mass flow rate of the liquid phase (ALR = md/mc). The
relationship between the homogeneous void fraction and ALR
is straightforward and can be obtained as follows:

H =

Qd
1
1
1
=
=
=
.
Q
P
Qd + Qc 1 + c
mc  d 1 +
Qd 1 + .
(ALR)c RT
md  c

(1)

ud
1

uc 1 + St

(2)

If the Stokes number tends to be zero, there would be noslip between the two phases. In two-phase flow, commonly
employed averaging techniques are time, volume and mass
averaging [3]. Various forms of averaging have been used in
the literature: a) time averaging [8,9], b) volume averaging
[10-12], c) flow-area averaging [8,13,14], and d) ensemble
averaging [3]. A detailed literature review on averaging
techniques of two-phase flows can also be found in literature
[15-18]. Two-phase flow modeling is a ubiquitous challenge
due to complex interaction between the phases. However,
several simplified two-phase flow models can be found in
the literature. Two basic assumptions required to consider a
flow homogeneous are [3]: a) The time scale for the
transport between phases is much shorter than the overall
characteristic or system time scale, and b) two phases are in
thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e. Vp = VC , P p = Pc , and

T p = Tc . Under this situation one can consider the mixture as
a single-phase flow. The mixture, or effective, density can be
written as [1]:

 m =  d + (1   )  c
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For suspension of fluid spheres at low concentration
(   0.05 ) [11,19,20], b) For suspension of solid spheres at
low concentration (   0.05 ) [21], c) For suspension of
low-viscosity gas bubbles at low concentration (   0.05 )
[3]. In the case of gas-liquid flows with large void fractions
(   0.05 ) several suggestions have also been provided [2224]. Due to their simplicity, the mixture models are quite
advantageous for use in the computational analysis. The drift
flux model is based on the concept of analyzing the mixture
as a whole rather than in separated phases. However, this
model accounts for the relative motion between the phases
[3]. The 1-D drift flux model is described in detail for
vertical pipe flow [25], vertical rectangular ducts [26] and
vertical annular two-phase flow condition [27]. Separated
flow models indicate the physical separation of two
immiscible fluids flowing in layers. Either EulerianLagrangian (particle trajectory models) or Eulerian-Eulerian
models are employed to solve separated flow problems [2832].
3. DIMENSIONLESS NUMBERS

where R represents the Universal Gas Constant =
8.3144 10 3 kJ/mol.K, C is the density of liquid (water)
=1000 (kg/m3), and T resents absolute temperature, T =293
K. The response time of a bubble or droplet to change in
flow velocity or temperature is important in establishing
non-dimensional parameters to characterize the two-phase
gas/liquid flow [1]. The momentum response time and the
flow field response time comprise the Stokes number (St =
m/f). The Stokes number can be further related to the
velocity ratio as follows:

=
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where,  is the void fraction (Vd/V). Several suggestions
have been proposed for the mixture viscosity as follows: a)

In two-phase flow, the use of traditional dimensionless
numbers is very limited in correlating data sets [3].
However, there are several important dimensionless numbers
found in literature. In liquid-particle motion and particle
dynamics, the Stokes number is a very important parameter
where particles are suspended in a fluid flow. The Stokes
number is defined as the ratio of the particle momentum
response time over a flow system time. Mathematically:

St =

p
c

=

 p d p2 / 18 μc
L / uc

(4)

Three types of situations can be observed for particles
(bubbles/droplets) suspended in fluid, namely: Case a) If
St << 1 , the response time of the particles is much less than
the characteristic time associated with the flow field. In this
case the particles will have ample time to respond to changes
in flow velocity. Case b) St  0 , where the two phases are
in thermodynamic or velocity equilibrium. Case c) if St>>1,
then the particle will have essentially no time to respond to
the fluid velocity changes and the particle velocity will be
little affected by fluid velocity change [1]. The Reynolds
number quantifies the relative importance of the inertial
forces to viscous forces for given flow conditions. In many
industrial applications with small droplets/bubbles in twophase, two component flow, the relative Reynolds number is
an important parameter as this number determines whether
the flow falls into the category of the Stokes flow or not.
This number is also a benchmark to determine the
appropriate drag coefficient (CD). Particle or relative
Reynolds number can be defined as follows:

Re p =

c d p u c  u p
μc

(5)

If Re p << 1 , the two-phase flow would be termed Stokes
flow. In the Stokes flow regime viscous bubbles or drops
remain spherical, regardless of the value of the Eötvös
number. Even at low relative Reynolds numbers, a wake is
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formed behind the sphere. This is a steady-state wake that
becomes stronger as the Reynolds number increases and the
inertia of the flow around the bubbles/droplets overcomes
the viscosity effects on the surface of the bubbles/droplets
[1]. The Froude Number is the ratio of inertial forces to
gravitational forces. The Froude number is given by [33]:

N Fr =

u m2
gD

(6)

Total, or mixture, velocity can be defined as:

um =

Qc + Qd
= ucs + uds
Ad

(7)

If there were no slip between phases, both the liquid and
gas would flow at the mixture velocity. The liquid typically
flows at a velocity less than the mixture velocity because of
the slip between the phases. When Fr < 1 , small surface
waves can move upstream; when Fr > 1 , they will be carried
downstream; and when Fr = 1 (said to be the critical Froude
number), the velocity of flow is equal to the velocity of
surface waves. The Weber number is a measure of the
relative importance of the fluid’s inertia compared to its
surface tension. This quantity is useful in analyzing the
formation of droplets and bubbles. If the surface tension of
the fluid decreases, bubbles/droplets will have the tendency
to decrease due to higher momentum transfer between the
phases. The Weber number can be defined as:

We =

Inertia
=
Surface

c uc2 L




 Mo 
= Re 2 
 Eo 

1
2

(8)

where, Re is the Reynolds number, Eo is the Eotvos
number, and Mo is the Morton Number. In addition to the
above dimensionless numbers, the Knudsen Number and
Galileo number are also two important numbers in two-phase
gas/liquid flow in determining the continuum approximation
and the motion of a bubble/droplet under the action of
gravity in the gravity-driven viscous flow, respectively.
4.
ADVANCED
TECHNIQUES

PRESSURE

MEASUREMENT

In two-phase gas-liquid flow, accurate pressure
prediction assists to evaluate design criteria to prevent
rupture [34] and pulsation. Since a slug flow is a periodic
phenomenon, if the frequency of the wave is near to the
frequency of the structure, then it can lead to resonance and
can increase damage risk to the conduit [2]. In two-phase
gas-liquid flow, average density, flow velocity, and flow
regime prediction, in combination with transient void
fractions can be extracted from the pressure pulse data
[2,35]. Pressure fluctuations can also be used to discover and
locate leaks in long water tunnels and offshore pipelines
[36]. In addition, studies show that the velocity and
attenuation of the pressure waves are a function of the
frequency and bubble radius [37]. Accurate prediction of the
pressure drop in horizontal conduits is of great interest in
many industries, especially in the oil industry.
A study [38] provided two-phase friction factor
correlations based on 2435 pieces of data from gas-liquid

flow experiments in horizontal pipelines. They proposed
several analytical expressions for the friction factor covering
both laminar and turbulent two-phase, gas-liquid flows,
which were obtained by fitting the transition region between
laminar and turbulent flows. However, in the aforementioned
study the Reynolds number was based on the mixture
velocity and the liquid kinematic viscosity. It will be more
appropriate to calculate the Reynolds number and the
Fanning friction factor for gas-liquid flow based on mixture
kinematic viscosity rather liquid kinematic viscosity. In twophase gas/liquid flows the mixture kinematic viscosity is
lower than the single-phase kinematic viscosity.
Dimensionless pressure gradients are usually expressed
as friction factors. For a single-phase flow the Moody chart
provides this friction factor reliably. The pipe roughness is
an important factor in the Moody diagram. In a two-phase
flow, the friction factor increases with 0.25 power of
Reynolds number for turbulent flows [38]. In this study,
novel Moody diagrams for gas-liquid flows in horizontal
pipelines in terms of a mixture Fanning friction factor and
mixture Reynolds number are proposed. The aforementioned
study pointed out that pipe roughness does not have a major
effect on turbulent gas-liquid, two-phase flow. However, the
effects of interacting phases appear to dominate the effects
of wall roughness. Previous studies [22,39] used various
combinations of dimensionless parameters to find out the
relative error between the correlated and experimental
values. The dimensionless parameters introduced by a study
[38] are presented below. The Fanning friction factor for the
gas-liquid mixture, fm , is defined as:

fm =

(P / L)D
2 m u m2

(9)

where the pressure drop per unit length ( p / L ) in (N/m3) is
related to the wall shear stress (  w = DP / 4L ) in (N/m3),

D is the pipe diameter (m), u m = u sg + u sl is the mixture
velocity (m/s), which is defined in terms of the superficial
2
gas velocity ( u sg = 4Qg /  D ) and the superficial liquid

2
velocity ( u sl = 4Ql /  D ). Qg and Ql are the gas and

liquid volumetric flow rates, respectively. The mixture
Fanning friction factor, fm, was correlated with a mixture
Reynolds number (Re = um D/ l). In the aforementioned
study it was thought that the frictional resistance of the
mixture was due mainly to the liquid phase. A single
composite equation that can be used to predict the mixture
friction factors for a wide range of gas/liquid flow rates,
viscosity values, and different flow patterns was obtained in
another study [40,41]. The equation was given by:
fm = 0.0925 Re 0.2534 +

13.98 Re 0.9501  0.0925 Re 0.2534
  Re  4.864 

 1 + 

293 



0.1972

(10)

The spread of the experimental data around the
composite friction factor correlation is shown in Fig. (1)
[42]. In this study, it was pointed out that the correlation had
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an average error of -4.27% and an average absolute error of
20.27%. The best agreements were obtained for slug and
dispersed bubble flow data, with an average absolute error of
12.41% and 8.98%, respectively. The worst agreements were
obtained for annular and stratified flow data, with an average
absolute error of 38.65% and 34.57%, respectively. Another
study [43] proposed the void fraction correlations in the
form:

 = e Re r (1   )l Re

S
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The mass quality, x , is defined by: x =mg/(mg+ml).
Where, mg is the mass flow rate of the gas phase (kg/s) and

ml is the mass flow rate of the liquid phase (kg/s).

(11)

10

fm predicted

1
+29%

0.1
0.01

-29%
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1
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Fig. (1). Predicted mixture Fanning friction factor vs experimental
mixture Fanning friction factor for the universal composite
correlation, adapted from [38]. Experiments were conducted for
annular, dispersed bubble, slug, stratified smooth and stratified
wavy flow.

where  is the flow rate fraction (=Qg/Qg+Ql)). The
friction factor correlations are in the form [43]:

fm =  p (1   )n 16 / Re m

(12)

Values of the parameters e, r, l, s, p, n, and m are
0.59, 0.1, 0.16, 0.17, -0.10, 1.12, and 0.96, respectively. The
presence of the void fraction in the correlations shows that
the friction factor is a function of the void fraction. It was
pointed out that two flows with the same Reynolds
number, Re , and (1   ) would give rise to different friction
factors if the void fractions are different. Pressure drop
correlations were provided for annular horizontal two-phase
air-water flow as follows:

p
f =
( L / D ) (g usg2 ) / 2

(13)

In the same study, it was also pointed out that the
pressure drop data for all geometries were well-correlated by
the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter, Xtt , using the relation:

f = 0.215Xtt + 0.01

(14)

The Lockhart-Martinelli parameter for turbulentturbulent flow was calculated using a correlation [44]:

1 x
Xtt = 
 x 

0.9

 g 
  
l

0.5

 μl 
μ 
 g

0.1

(15)

Fig. (2). The arrangement of pressure sensors at a pipe section.
Adapted from [2].

Another study [2] showed that more intensive phase
interaction initiates stronger fluctuations. It was suggested
that the maximum pressure inside the pipe would reach up to
10 times the upstream hydrostatic pressure. The
experimental set-up was used in the experiment [2] is
depicted in Fig. (2). Another study [45] showed that when
the Reynolds number was greater than 104, the effects of
viscosity could be neglected; then the dimensionless pressure
head can be written as:

P
= f (C, K f ,  , Fr, St,W )
h

(16)

where, P is the pressure inside the pipe (Pa), h is the
2
headwater ( kul / 2g in m), C is the air acceleration

number ( C = Qg / Qg + Ql ), K f is the friction coefficient

L
, here, L is the characteristic slug wavelength,
D
D is the pipe diameter,  is the void fraction
is the Froude number
(  H = uds / uds + ucs ), Fr

( K f = fTP

( N Fr = u m2 / gD or C / Lg or Ql + Qg / gD 5 ),

St is the

Strouhal number ( St = 2Df / u m , f is the wave frequency),
and

We is the Weber number ( We = c uc2 L /  ). The

parameter fTP is the two-phase gas-liquid flow friction
factor and can be expressed as [46]:


GD
fTP = 0.08 

 xm μ g + (1  xm ) μl 

0.25

(17)
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where G is the mixture velocity (m/s). In this study the best
equation for predicting mean pressure in air-water two-phase
flow was introduced as below:
1.43

0.03
K 0.81
f 
0.2 0.26

P 0.26Fr
=
h
Sh 0..19 C W

+ 1.2

(18)

Another study [43] used pressure transducers,
temperatures transducers, and fast closing valves as their
experimental methods. The flow characteristics were:
horizontal two-phase flow, mineral oil and air as working
fluid, 2.54 cm diameter, and 12 m and 12.8 m long tygon
tubes. Another study [47] used U-tube water manometers to
measure pressure drops. In addition, an optical measurement
was used to measure local liquid film thickness [48,49]. The
flow characteristics were: annular, horizontal two-phase
flow, air and water as working fluid, round (12.7 mm and
25.4 mm ID), square (15.2  22.7 mm) tube was used, both
6.5 m long. Another study [50] measured pressure drop
using Validyne differential pressure transducers operating in
the range of 225-500 mm H2O. The pressure taps were 0.825
m apart. The pressure drop signal was recorded at a
frequency of 250Hz for a period of 5 min. The flow
characteristics were: two-phase, gas-liquid flow in horizontal
conduits, air and water as working fluids, square crosssection channel ( H = 0.02425 m, a length of 2.3 m.). Liquid
flow rates of 2.77  10-2 kg/s to 2.88  10-2 kg/s and gas flow
rates of 7.73  10-3 kg/s to 1.49  10-2 kg/s were used.
In addition to the above experimental techniques, there
are several studies found in literature that attempt to obtain a
two-phase experimental pressure drop. Oscillatory
characteristics and pressure drop in vertical two-phase churn
flows were experimentally investigated [51]. In the
aforementioned study, the vertical test tube was made from
acrylic resin and the inner diameter was 25.8 mm. Wavy
stratified two-phase, gas-liquid flow in the horizontal
Plexiglas pipes of 0.024 m and 0.0508 mID, superficial
velocity of 510- 25 m/s for air and 50.01- 0.05 m/s for the
liquid (electro-chemical solution) was investigated [52]. It
was pointed out that liquid-to-wall shear stress tended to
decrease circumferentially of a 0.0005 m in ID pipe. An
analytical solution of gas wall, liquid wall and interfacial
friction factors for two-phase horizontal co-current pipe flow
was proposed and verified with reliable experimental data
[53]. Two equations were proposed in attempt to predict
liquid wall friction factors:

fl = 0.263[(1   ) Re sl ].05

(19)

fl = 0.0262[(1   ) Re sl ].0.139

(20)

where  is the void fraction and Re sl is the Reynolds
number based on liquid superficial velocity. The first
equation can be used in smaller diameter pipes and the
second equation can be used in large diameter pipes.
However, in this study the dimension of the smaller and
larger diameter pipes is not clear.

5. ADVANCED VOID FRACTION MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUES
Void fraction or volume fraction,  , (as defined earlier)
is an important parameter in two-phase gas-liquid flow. It
has always been a challenge to measure volume fraction of
the phases, due to the highly non-symmetric nature of twophase gas-liquid horizontal flow, e.g. bubbles can coalesce,
break-up, or interact with the conduit wall, which makes the
flow extremely unstable. In literature different types of
techniques were implemented to measure the void fraction in
two-phase, gas-liquid closed flow. Some of these are
described in this section.
In several literature sources, particular emphasis is given
to the Electrical Process Tomography methods, due to their
inherent suitability for widespread online use [54]. A review
article by Beck et al. [55] broadly explains the tomographic
technique and the selection criteria of the sensors, which is
listed in the following paragraph. As defined in the literature,
the tomographic technology involves the acquisition of
measurement signals from sensors located on the periphery
of an object, such as a process vessel or pipeline. A
tomographic system can measure the ratios of two phases
within a resolved image element, even though the individual
particles cannot be resolved. Optical, X-ray, -ray, and
position emission tomography methods use electromagnetic
radiation with approximate spatial resolution of 1%
(percentage of diameter of cross section). X-ray and -ray
method are slow and radiation safety assurance is required.
The position emission tomography method needs a labeled
particle and the process is not on-line. Nuclear magnetic
resonance uses electromagnetic resonance with an
approximate spatial resolution of 1%. This is a fast and
expensive method. Another complex to use method is the
ultrasonic measurement, which uses acoustics with an
approximate spatial resolution of 3%. This method has sonic
speed limitations. Finally, the capacitive, conductive and
inductive method works through the measurement of
electrical properties of different phases, with an approximate
spatial resolution of 5%. This method is fast, low cost and
suitable for either a small or large scale experimental set-up.
As an example, with the electrical tomographic measurement
technique a temporal resolution of up to 100 frames per
second is achieved, whereas with the x-ray tomography
spatial resolutions of only 0.4mm are possible [56].
Electrical capacitance tomography (ECT) to image
multiphase flows for inner diameter exceeding 1 m was
conducted with good performance in regard to resolution,
linearity, and stability [57]. An online and rapid direct flowpattern identification method using electrical capacitance
tomography was also proposed without the need for imaging
[58].
The void fractions in bubbly flows were investigated by
several researchers using optical probes. A fiber optics
method was implemented [59-61] to measure the void
fraction. It was found that the rise time of the signal pulses
were created when bubbles crossed the probe tip and were
closely correlated with the bubble velocities. Therefore,
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bubble velocities and hence bubble sizes could be estimated
using a single probe. It was observed that the correlation
between the rise time and the bubble velocity varied
significantly between probes, but was only a weak function
of water type (i.e., freshwater or seawater) and the bubble
impaction angle. This method provided high accuracy and
stable measurements. The size and velocity of each bubble
were measured with this method. This method was also
applicable for non-conductive fluid. However, the use of
fiber optic probes to measure very small void fractions was
not recommended because of the large errors that were
anticipated [59]. The effect of bubble deflection is expected
to be more pronounced as the bubble radius and velocity
decrease and as the liquid viscosity increases [60]. In the
aforementioned study the bubble diameters ranged from
approximately 1 to 6 mm and bubble velocities from 5 to
120 cm/s, the water velocity was varied from 45 to 92 cm/s.
Another study [62] used an optical signal derived from a
diode laser driven by a constant current then launched into a
single-mode optical fiber and transmitted, through a fiber
coupler, to the signal fiber (125 μm in diameter) inserted into
the test fluid. By analyzing the signal, the velocity and void
fraction ratio of each phase could be obtained. However,
there is intrusion to the fluid by the tiny fiber probe. Another
study [63] developed a fiber-optic probe to measure local
void fraction. Each probe has a conical tip and is made from
an optical fiber of 170 μm diameter. Application of a dual
optical probe for local volume fraction, drop velocity and
drop size measurements in a kerosene-water, liquid-liquid,
two-phase flow was also investigated [64]. In the
experiment, measurements were carried out in a large-scale
vertical two-phase facility, mainly at the pipe center-line, to
demonstrate the advantages of using optical fibers with
normal cut ends in a kerosene-water, two-phase flow. High
reliability of this measurement technique for detailed studies
of the drop component of liquid-liquid, two-phase flow
could be possible. Other previously used fiber optic
techniques can be found in literature [65-69].

regimes although it was not effective while there was high
water loading. In addition, synchrotron X -rays [77], pulsed
neutron technique [78], conductance probes [79], ultrasonic
technique [80], and ring impedance probes [81] have been
used successfully to measure the void fraction in two-phase
flow systems.

Several
researchers
conducted
void
fraction
determination by means of multibeam gamma-ray
densitometers. Several studies on implementing gamma-ray
densitometers showed that multi-beam gamma-ray
densitometers with detector responses examined by neural
networks can analyze a two-phase flow void fraction with
high accuracy [70,71]. Void fraction and flow regime in
oil/gas pipes could be measured with an error of 3% for all
of the flow regimes. Oil-water two-phase flow experiments
were conducted in a 15 m long, 8.28 cm diameter, inclinable
steel pipe using mineral oil (density of 830 kg/m3 and
viscosity of 7.5 mPa.s) and brine (density of 1060 kg/m3 and
viscosity of 0.8 mPa.s) [72]. In addition, other research
results showed that mixture densities obtained with gammaray densitometers agree well with the direct measurements
made by using quick-closing valves [73]. One of the
disadvantages of the gamma-ray densitometers is the
shielding requirement of the gamma-ray.

studies showed that for a two-phase bubble flow at low flow
rates and a closing length of 5 m, for each millisecond of
delay there would be 1% error.

Various attempts have been made in the past to measure
the void fraction of two-phase bubbly liquid flows using
capacitive sensors. Capacitance sensors for instantaneous
void fraction in air-oil, two-phase flow were developed [7476]. This method could effectively identify the different flow

One of the more recent techniques is the microwave flow
sensor [82]. Using radio frequency signals, the non-invasive
meter will measure the mass-flow, quality and void fraction
of any non-conducting vapor-liquid mixture. This method
can identify the quality and void fraction. These sensors are
good for cryogens, refrigerants and low flow rate two-phase,
gas-liquid flow. Since these instruments are entirely datadriven, the results depend heavily on the amount and quality
of the data that is acquired for a given application. The
probe, however, cannot measure mixtures with significant
water content.
Quick-closing valves provide an exact void fraction
measurement and are useful for calibrating or comparing
against other methods. Void fraction of two-phase flow is
often measured by isolating a section in the conduit; [83-88]
called the quick-closing-valves (QCV) technique. However,
most of the studies were conducted in vertical bubble
column. A technique for synchronizing valves and
determining bubble rise velocities in two-phase flow is
presented in a study by [89]. It is very crucial to commence
the closing of both valves simultaneously. Error in void
fraction measurements by the QCV due to asynchronization
of the vales can be expressed as [89]:

%

Error =

100u m t ac (1   )
 lc

(21)

where, u m is the mixture velocity in the conduit,  is the
void fraction, t ac is the asynchronization closing time, and

lc is the closing length between the two valves. Previous

6. ADVANCED PHOTONICS AND IMAGE ANALYSIS
TECHNIQUES
The flow regime description obtained by the photonics
measurement [90] is described in this section. Description of
the different flow patterns is depicted in Fig. (3). The
stratified flow regime is characterized by a complete
separation of the liquid and gas phases. When both of the
liquid and gas flows are laminar and no fluctuations at the
flow interface can be detected, the flow pattern is called
stratified (stratified smooth). As the gas mass flow rate is
increased, instabilities form at the liquid-gas interface due to
the interfacial velocity differential (termed as KelvinHelmholtz instability). This flow pattern is called wavy flow
(stratified wavy) and is characterized by the formation of
small interfacial waves. In larger diameter tubes these waves
can amplify, producing a crest. These waves are easier to
detect in large diameter tubes and the wave height can be
large enough to allow the waves to break up. In small
diameter tubes [90] large breaking waves were typically not
observed. The intermittent flow regime is characterized by
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discontinuities in the liquid and gas flow. Elongated bubble
flow (plug flow) is characterized by a continuous stream of
gas plugs flowing in the liquid. A thin film of liquid coats
the tube wall and surrounds the gas plug. Small disturbances
may exist fore and aft of the bubbles, but as a whole the
plugs remain intact and uniform. As the gas mass flow rate is
increased, these disturbances amplify until the aft portion of
the plug breaks apart into smaller bubbles. At this point, the
flow pattern becomes slug flow.
The annular flow regime consists of a nearly complete
separation of the liquid and gas along the circumference of
the tube wall. The first form of annular flow occurs when the
surfaces of waves in wavy flow amplify to the extent that
they touch the top of the tube wall. This flow pattern is
known as wavy-annular flow (pseudo slug flow). As the
mass flow rate is increased, the liquid is pushed up around
the circumference of the tube wall by the increase in the gas
momentum and falls downward under gravity in the form of
annular waves. When the liquid coats the tube wall
completely (forming an annular ring of the liquid phase) and
the gas flows through the core of the tube, the flow pattern is
known as annular flow. Dispersed flow occurs when the
liquid flow is turbulent and the gas phase is in laminar or
turbulent flow. When the gas flow is laminar, small bubbles
are driven by buoyancy forces and flow primarily in the top
half of the tube. This pattern is known as bubble flow. As the
Reynolds number of the gas increases, keeping other
variables constant, the bubble size decreases and the bubbles
begin to disperse across the entire tube cross section. This
flow pattern is known as dispersed bubble or dispersed flow.
Flow patterns for concurrent air-water mixtures in
horizontal round and rectangular tubes were determined by
high-speed video analysis to develop flow regime maps and
the transitions between these flow regimes [90]. In this
study, gas and liquid superficial velocities ranged from 0.10
to 100 m/s, respectively. The test sections for the round tubes
were made of Pyrex glass. Liquid and gas flow rates ranged
from 0.013 to 8.331 m3/s and 0.002 to 1.18 m3/s,
respectively. The uncertainties in the flow rate measurements
were estimated to be ±4 %. The recording equipment used
was a Canon ES5000 8 mm video camera with a zoom
range of 40X . A shutter speed of 0.0001s and a frame speed
of 0.003 s were used. Four different types of round tubes
were examined in this study at: 5.5 mm, 2.6 mm, 1.75 mm
and 1.30 mm. They observed several flow patterns such as
bubbly, dispersed, elongated bubble, slug, stratified, wavy,
wavy annular and annular flow patterns. Further studies on
advanced photonics measurements can be found in literature
[47,91-105]
In literature, different flow pattern maps were proposed
to predict the two-phase gas/liquid flow regimes. Although
in literature these flow maps were investigated for larger
length scale experimental set-up, the applicability of these
maps to smaller length scale set-up was not conducted
extensively. In this context, in the present study the different
flow maps would be tested for different flow input
conditions in order to determine the best flow map for the
present nozzle assembly. A brief theory behind the different
flow maps are described in this section.
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6.1. Taitel and Dukler Flow Maps [90,106]
Taitel and Dukler attempted to predict the flow regimes
for concurrent gas-liquid flow in pipes using a momentum
balance (Fig. 4). The momentum balance was nondimensionalized with respect to D for length, D 2 for area,
u sg for gas velocities, and uls for liquid velocities. Flow
regime transition was defined by a set of non-dimensional
parameters, such as X , F , K , and T .
1/2

 ( dP / dx ) 
l
X=

 ( dP / dx )g 

(22)

Fig. (3). Description of flow regimes and patterns. Adapted from
[90]. The back part indicates liquid phase and white part indicates
gas phase.

Fr =
F=

g u gs

or

g ( l  g )Dg
g
( l  g )

u gs
Dg cos 

=

g
( l  g )

Fr1/2

(23)

where, X is the Martinelli parameter, F is modified Froude
number,  is the angle of inclination, D is the diameter of
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the tube, x is the axial direction, and P is the pressure
inside the conduit.
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makes use of the Martinelli number and the Wallis factor as
axes. The Wallis factor is defined as:
100.00
Annular

10.00

Bubbly

jg

1.00
Slug/plu
g

Wavy/Stratified

0.10

0.01
0.01

0.10

1.00

10.00

100.00

X

Fig. (5). Breber [108] flow transition map for determining the flow
pattern in two-phase flow in a horizontal tube.

jg* =

l u sl x

(26)

Dgg ( l  g )

whereas the Martinelli number is defined as:

1 x
X=
 x 

0.9

 g 
  
l

0.5

 μl 
 
 μg 

0.1

(27)

where x is the quality. A study [109] conducted an
experiment to investigate the validity of the Breber map and
found out that there was a good consistency between the
experimental result and the Breber map.
6.3. Baker Map [107]
The Barker [110] map for air-water flow is depicted in
Fig. (6). The axes are defined in terms of u sg g /  and

u sl l /  , where, u sg g = Gs = mass flux of gas phase
(kg/m2s) = (gas mass flow rate/tube cross-sectional area) and
ulsg l = Gl = mass flux of liquid phase (kg/m2s) = (liquid
mass flow rate/tube cross-sectional area).

Fig. (4). Taitel and Dukler [106] map for flow pattern
determination in a horizontal tube.

1/2

2


g l u sg
u sl
K=

 ( l  g )gμl cos  

(24)

1/2



(dP / dx)l
T =

 ( l  g )gμl cos  

(25)

where, g is the gravity, and μ is the dynamic viscosity.
6.2. Breber Map [107]
A Breber map is depicted in Fig. (5). This map is divided
into square regions, which is easier to implement. This map

Fig. (6). Baker [110] flow pattern map for horizontal flow in a tube.

The parameter  and  are defined as follows:
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 g l 
=
 air water 
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1/2


μl  water 
 = water
 μwater  l 

(28)
1/ 3

(29)

where, l is the liquid density (kg/m3); g is the gas density
(kg/m3), water =1000 kg/m3 is the density of water; air =
1.23 kg/m3 is the density of air; μl is the liquid viscosity
(N.s/m2), μwater = 10x10-3 N.s/m2 is the viscosity of water; 
is the surface tension (N/m) and  water = 0.072 N/m is the
surface tension of air-water. The Baker map works well for
water/air and oil/gas mixtures in tubes with smaller
diameters, not bigger than 50 mm [111].
Data obtained from a study [112] was consistent with the
Taitel and Dukler map for a 25 mm diameter tube. For
smaller tubes, a large deviation from the Taitel and Dukler
map was reported [113]. Visual identification of the flow
regimes was plotted on the flow regime map, which has been
proposed [108] for condensation application. The results
indicated consistency between the observations and the
trends predicted by the Breber map..
7. BUBBLE SIZE IN TWO-PHASE, AIR-WATER
HORIZONTAL FLOWS
Effective bubble size, density and distribution prediction
is crucial in two-phase, two-component flows. Due to highly
non-uniform volumetric flow distribution and intermittency
in the flow it is extremely difficult to predict the accurate
bubble size distribution in this type of flow. This uncertainty
of the bubble size prediction is exaggerated if the feeding
pipe length is short as in our preset study (36.8 cm long);
since the two-phase flow is not fully developed within this
short pipe length. Thus, a fairly reliable statistical tool is
required to find out the uncertainty level in the bubble size
estimation. In petro-chemical process industries most of the
light crude oil upgrading processes is associated with twophase, two-component flows in the feeding nozzles.
Atomization from the nozzle strongly depends on bubble
size in the feeding conduit. Thus, it is essential to have a
good understanding and reasonable estimate of the effect of
turbulent two-phase, two-component gas (steam/air) and
liquid (bitumen/water) flow on bubble size distribution. This
knowledge would assist in the design and operation of a
system that can achieve high yield bitumen recoveries. To
the author’s knowledge, there are very few studies that have
been conducted for the prediction of bubble size in twophase, air-water horizontal flows [114-117]. There are also
several studies found in literature on the transport
phenomena of two-phase, two-component gas and liquid
flows through pipelines [4,118-129].
A backscatter technique was used to examine drop size
distributions in a 0.063 m pipe (both horizontal and vertical
alignment) for a two-phase mixture of kerosene and aqueous
potassium carbonate solution. In a recent study, images of
droplets or particles produced by shadowgraph by backillumination using an infrared diode laser were investigated
with a digital image analysis technique [130]. This technique

was potentially capable of sizing particles of arbitrary shape
and size and with a wide dynamic range. Another study
[131] observed biasing effects for a given depth-of-field,
with small droplets being less detectable. Measured image
diameters were also found to increasingly underestimate the
true diameter with increasing defocus distance [131].
Another study [132] implemented a digital-based image
analysis system for the experimental determination of size,
spatial distribution and two components of velocity for
particles suspended in any clear fluid flow.
Another study [133] was conducted with air and water in
a large circulating rig with a 0.105 m diameter test section.
In their experiments the majority of the bubbles were
ellipsoidal as shown in Fig. (7).

d2
d1
Fig. (7). Major and minor axis lengths of an ellipsoidal bubble.

The bubble diameter, db can be expressed as [133-135]:

db = 3 d12  d2

(30)

where d1 and d2 are the major and minor axis lengths of the
ellipsoid, respectively, as shown in Fig. (9) in a twodimensional projection. Marco et al. [136] conducted
experiments by injecting gas (nitrogen) bubbles in a fluorine
liquid (FC-72) at ambient temperature and pressure through
an orifice (about 0.1 mm diameter) drilled on a horizontal
tube. In this study, the equivalent diameter of the bubble was
proposed as [136]:

deq =

3

6Vb


(31)

where, Vb is the bubble volume. Bubbles reflect light both
internally and externally. In an image, bright rings within the
bubble, named as ‘glory’, can be seen if internal reflection
occurs. By contrast, bright rings surrounding the bubble can
be seen if external reflection occurs. This ring obscures the
true bubble edge. A study [134] pointed out that neglecting
these effects may cause bubble size under-prediction as large
as 10% to 15%.
The bubble size distribution in the horizontal flow of an
air-water system (25.4 mm ID pipeline) was investigated
[137] in another study. In the aforementioned study, it was
found that the bubbles were broken with a log-normal size
distribution along its pathway. However, further downstream
of the conduit, due to smaller flow velocity (1-3 m/s) and
longer longitudinal length of the pipe, coalescence rather
than breakage played an important role. It was also pointed
out that for all the distributions, the value of the ratio of
D99.8 / D32 is about 2.2 and was fairly independent of
average water velocity, pipe length, air volume fraction and
air injector diameter. Generally in turbulent two-phase, two-
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component dispersed flow, bubbles break up and
coalescence takes place continuously and these processes
determine the bubble size distribution. Bubbles having
diameters smaller than dmin will have a high tendency to
coalesce whereas those having diameters larger than dmax will
have a high tendency to break up [137]. A theory used to
predict the maximum and minimum bubble size in two-phase
air-water flow [137-139] is described in the following
section.
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 μ g0.5085 0.5215 D 0.3859 
lV = 127  0.2543 0.0744

(P / L)0.1799
 g

L / L =

dmax

(32)

where  , g , and  , are the surface tension, the
gravitational acceleration, and the density difference,
respectively. In turbulent two-phase air-water flows,
deformation under the action of the fluctuating eddies occurs
if the diameter of a bubble is larger than the Kolmogoroff
length scale,  = ( c3 /  )1/ 4 , and is of the order of the length
of the energy-containing eddies in the continuous fluid.
Here,  is the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate per
unit mass and  c is the kinematic viscosity of the continuous
phase. A study [141] hypothesized that a deformed bubble
breaks up when the internal pressure force overcomes the
surface force. In terms of a critical Weber number it can be
written as follows:

Wec =

 d 

 / dmax  c 

1/ 3

(33)

where, dmax is the diameter of the largest bubble that can
resist the break up in a turbulent flow field,  is the
interfacial tension, c and d are the continuous and
dispersed phase densities, respectively, and  is the stress
on the bubble surface due to the turbulent fluctuating eddies
in the continuous phase. Several other studies [116,123-125]
determined Wec =1.1 and others [4] confirmed that for air-

2 l uls2 f 3l u 2 C D
+
4l H
D

(37)

where, C D is the drag coefficient, uls is the superficial gas
velocity, and u is the average relative velocity between the
bubble and liquid phase and is expressed as follows [125]:

u=


=4
g

(36)

where, D is the diameter of the pipe,  is the void fraction,
and P / L is the pressure gradient in the two-phase, twocomponent flows and is expressed as follows [125]:

7.1. Maximum Bubble Diameter
In literature several analytical formulations have been
proposed to estimate the maximum bubble size in two-phase,
two-component flow. The maximum bubble size [140] is
expressed as follows:
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l (1   )Al

(38)

The average number bubble per unit volume of pipeline
is expressed as:

NB =

6
lv2 l H

(39)

A correlation was proposed [137] to predict the
maximum bubble size, which can be expressed as follows:

dmax
0.6   
= 1.38 (Wec )  c 
D
 d 

0.2

 μc 
  u D 
c ls

0.5

  
 μ u 
c ls

0.6

(40)

where, u sl is the superficial water velocity and D is the
pipe diameter. Another study [4] pointed out that the critical
Weber number or the maximum bubble size increases with
the local void fraction. The maximum bubble size observed
in the dispersed bubbly flow condition can be correlated as
[4]:

dmax c


 g

 l

1/ 3
0
= Wecrit = Wecrit
(1 + a n )

(41)

where, a and n can be evaluated by a best fit procedure.
0
is the critical Weber number at zero void fraction.
Wecrit
The aforementioned study [4] also proposed two correlations
from their experimental observation. The first one is:

water low void fraction system, Wec =1.05 and for the oil-

Wecrit = 1.05(1 + 51.7 1.5 )

water emulsion, it was proposed that Wec =1.18 [125]. The
maximum diameter of the bubble in the pipe can be written
as [116]:

The above correlation is applicable if the maximum
stable bubble diameter depends on the dynamic effect of
turbulent velocity fluctuations [4]. The second one is as
follows:

dmax = 1.38 (Wec )

0.6

  0.6
 c
 0.5 0.1 

μ
 c c   d

0.2

 D 0.5
 1.1
U

(34)

Two useful correlations were proposed [125] to predict
the bubble length parallel and perpendicular of the flow are
as follows:


g0.2543 0.8244 D 0.1141 
l H = 0.000406  0.5085 0.5215

(P / L)0.5701
 μg

(35)

Wecrit = 0.11(1 + 8.30 0.80 )

(42)

(43)

The above correlation is applicable if the maximum
stable bubble diameter depends on the mean shear stress. In
horizontal two-phase flow, the largest bubble is found very
close to the upper wall, at a position where the time averaged
radial velocity profile is far from uniform [4]. According to
two studies [142,143], a critical Weber number, Wec , can be
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used to determine the maximum stable bubble size in a fluid
flow field as:

Wec =

2 l u 2 (rb )max


(44)

where, (rb )max is the maximum stable bubble radius, and
u is the velocity difference across the tube. Another study
[144] implemented a backlit digital imaging technique to
obtain images of bubbles within the liquid film of adiabatic
air-water horizontal annular flow. The aforementioned study
pointed out that the bubbles were broken up under shear
between the fast moving wave and the wall. The critical
Weber number was proposed as [144]:

Wec =

l uw2 dmax

(45)



where, uw is the mean disturbance wave velocity, and dmax
is the maximum bubble diameter. However, the Weber
number is also expressed as [4]:

We =


 / dmax

(46)

where,  is a characteristic pressure or shear stress acting on
the bubble,  is the interfacial tension and dmax is the
maximum bubble size, exceeding a critical value, Wecrit a
bubble of diameter larger than dmax breaks up due to the
effects of turbulent velocity fluctuations. Following the
Kolmogoroff-Hinze theory, assuming that  c scales as [4] :

c =

1
l uc2
2

(47)

where the characteristic velocity

u c is defined as:

0
uc = 2( dmax
)1/ 3

(48)

2 fu sl3
D

(49)

where, uls is the superficial velocity of the liquid phase.
However, this study [4] considered the superficial velocity of
the liquid phase as the mixture velocity, u m . According to
o
this hypothesis, dmax
can be estimated as [4]:
0
3/5   
dmax
= Wecrit
 
l

3/5

 2 /5

  2 h2 
dmin = 2.4 

 μ c c 

(50)

7.2. Minimum Bubble Diameter
In literature several analytical formulations have also
been proposed to estimate the minimum bubble size in twophase, two-component flow. As the two colliding bubbles
approach each other, a liquid film is trapped between them.
For coalescence to occur this liquid film must drain out and

1/ 4

(51)

where, h is the film thickness at rupture between the two
bubbles. The minimum diameter of a drop, which is stable
against coalescence in a turbulent dispersion with
tangentially immobile interface, is expressed as [138]:



 1.38 C L0.46
V
dmin = 
0.84 0.89
 0.0272 μc c 

1/ 3.11

(52)

where, C L V is the London-van der Waala constant and is
assumed to be 10-28 Jm. Any bubble in a turbulent dispersion
must be larger than dmin and smaller than dmax to prevent
coalescence and breaking. Coalescence may be prevented by
increasing turbulence intensity [138]. If dmin = dmax, the
critical energy dissipation can be expressed as [138]:

 0 = A4

 1.45 μc2.91
c3C1.36
L V

(53)

where, A4 = (A1 / 3.19)1/0.11 and A1 = 0.725 [142].
However, for air-water systems without any surfactants or
impurities, the bubble surfaces are mobile and no explicit
solution is available for dmin [137]. Implementing the
numerical method [138], the following expression for the
mobile bubble surface [138] can be written as:

1363.3

o
is the maximum bubble diameter that can exist
where, dmax
when a single bubble flows in a full liquid pipe, and  is the
energy dissipation due to turbulence and is expressed as [4]:

=

rupture. However, before coalescence occurs, the bubbles
may separate if they possess sufficiently high energy [137].
The minimum bubble diameter with tangentially immobile
interface can be expressed as follows [145]:

 1.29 μc0.02 C L0.26
V
0.55 0.7 2.03
E1.7 μ1.02


dmin
d
c

 1.38 C 0.46
+217.3 0.7 0.84 0.84L V0.89 3.11 = 1
E μc c  dmin

(54)

where,  is the surface tension of water,  is the turbulent
kinetic energy dissipation rate per unit mass and  and μ
are the density and dynamic viscosity, respectively.
Subscripts, c and d correspond to the continuous (i.e.,
water) and the dispersed phases (i.e., air), respectively.
C L V is the London-van-der Waals constant and E is the
dimensionless curvature radius of the liquid film between
two colliding bubbles and is given by:

E = 12.61 + 2.166 tan 1 (2M 0.8 )

(55)

M is the interface mobility coefficient and is expressed as
follows:

μ 

M = 1.12 c 
2/3 5/3
μd  c  dmin

1/2

(56)

A study [138] tested their numerical solution with
experimental data and obtained a good consistency for the
immobile bubble surface case. However, they did not verify
their solution for the mobile surface case.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, several advanced two-phase, gas-liquid
measurement techniques with greater emphasis in the
horizontal flow cases were examined. We focused on twophase pressure, void fraction and bubble size distribution
measurement techniques. Due to the highly non-symmetric
nature of two-phase gas-liquid horizontal flow systems, it
has always been a challenge to obtain accurate data in this
type of flow. In addition, the success of pressure and void
fraction measurements in gas/liquid horizontal flow largely
depends on the respective flow regime; whether it is
dispersed, slug, or stratified flow. Measurement accuracy
and characteristics depend on the phase velocity and air-toliquid ratio. In literature, most of the studies were conduced
on vertical bubble columns rather than in a horizontal
alignment. Based on pressure and photonics measurements
in two-phase gas/liquid flow, several empirical equations
have been developed. In our present study of air-water twophase horizontal flow (6.35 mm ID diameter, 36.8 cm long
pipe, air-to-liquid ratio 1-10%, operating pressure in the
ranges of 300 kPa to 1.4 MPa) we would implement those
empirical equations to explore the validity of those
equations.
High performance dynamic and static pressure
transducers would be reliable instruments in two-phase
gas/liquid pressure measurements. Most of the void fraction
measurements were intrusive in nature. Other methods have
safety issues and accuracy challenges. However, the
mechanical quick-closing-valve technique has been proven
to be a more reliable and easy-to-implement method if the
synchronization of the two closing valves can be assured.
Also the online electrical process tomography method would
be a valuable measurement tool in future to evaluate void
fractions in multiphase flows. High-speed video and
photonics measurements are also very reliable non-intrusive
volume fraction and flow pattern estimation techniques,
especially if one wants to measure unclosed multiphase flow
behaviour (e.g. in spray). Generally, there are three kinds of
methods used to identify two-phase flow regimes. The first
one is the direct method. This method includes the direct
identification of the flow regimes as to flow forms, such as
the high-speed photography method. The second is the
indirect method. This method includes the statistical analysis
of measured signals, which reflect the fluctuant characteristic
of two-phase flows, and the flow regimes. The third is the
intrusive method. This method includes the placement of
high performance sensing probes inserted inside the conduit,
which provide a time varying signal. This method disturbs
the local flow field significantly and in some cases could
provide erroneous information. To the author’s knowledge,
different types of photonics measurements (high-speed
photography, shadowgraphy, stroboscopic back illumination,
high power pulsed laser) would be able to accurately provide
the flow structure of two-phase gas/liquid flow. Information
obtained from these photonics measurements could be
coordinated with the flow transition maps and correlations
provided by several researchers. However, most of the flow
maps and correlations are designed for rectangular, vertical,
and large diameter tubes. We should identify the
applicability of this photonics measurement in our horizontal
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nozzle assembly (feeding conduit of 36.8 cm in length and
6.35 mm in ID ). This would also assist us to accurately
identify the flow transition region in a patented unique
design of industrial nozzle assembly.
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NOMENCLATURE

A pipe

= Cross sectional area of feeding conduit or pipe
(m2)

AG

= Area of the gas phase (m2)

CD

= Drag coefficient

C

= Air acceleration number (-)

c1

= Speed of sound (m/s)

dp

= Particle diameter (m)

db

= Bubble diameter (m)

d1

= Major axis length of the ellipsoid (m)

d2

= Minor axis length of the ellipsoid (m)

dmax

= Maximum diameter of the bubble (m)

o
dmax

= Maximum bubble diameter that can exist when a
single bubble flows in a full liquid pipe (m)

dmin

= Minimum bubble diameter (m)

D

= Diameter of the pipe (m)

E

= Dimensionless curvature radius of the liquid
film (-)

f

= Arbitrary function

f

t

= Average time

f

V

= Average volume

f

N

= Ensemble average

f

m

= Mixture friction factors (-)

G

= Mixture velocity (m/s)

g

= Gravity (m/s2)

Gs

= Mass flux of gas phase (kg/m2.s)

Gl

= Mass flux of liquid phase (kg/m2.s)

h

= Film thickness at rupture between the two
bubbles (m)

k

= Polytropic constant

Kf

= Friction coefficient (-)

L

= Characteristic system length (m)
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L

= Characteristic slug wavelength (m)

Tsys

= System time scale (s)

Li

= Length of each liquid lump (m)

T

= Absolute temperature (293 K)

lH

= Bubble length parallel to the flow (m)

Tp

= Temperature of the dispersed phase (K)

lV

= Bubble length perpendicular to the flow (m)

Tc

= Temperature of the continuous phase (K)

lc

= Closing length between the two valves (m)

T

= Temperature far from the bubble K

t

= Time (s)

t ac

= Asynchronization closing time (s)

uc

= Velocity of the continuous phase (m/s)

up

= Velocity of the dispersed phase (m/s)

ud

= Velocity of the dispersed phase (m/s)

•

md
•

mc
•

= Mass flow rate of the dispersed phase (kg/s)
= Mass flow rate of the continuous phase (kg/s)

m

= Total mass flow rate (kg/s)

Mi

= Mass of a liquid lump (or wave) of number
(kg)

M

= Interface mobility coefficient (-)

um

= Total or mixture velocity (= u ds + u cs ) (m/s)

np

= Number of the particles on the image (-)

uds

= Superficial velocity of the dispersed phase (m/s)

Np

= Volumetric particle concentration (-)

ucs

o

= Overlapping parameter (-)

= Superficial velocity of the continuous phase
(m/s)

P

= Pressure inside the pipe (Pa)

u

= Fluid velocity far from the bubble (m/s)

Pp

= Pressure in the dispersed phase (pa)

u

= Terminal/ rising/settling velocity (m/s)

Pc

= Pressure in the continuous phase(pa)

u1

= Shock speed (m/s)

pv

= Saturated vapor pressure of a bubble (pa)

*
u sg

= Drift coefficients (-)

p

= Pressure far from bubble(pa)

u sl*

= Drift coefficients (-)

pb

= Bubble pressure (pa)

u

= Velocity difference (m/s)

pg0

= Bubble partial pressure at a reference radius (pa)

uw

= Mean disturbance wave velocity (m/s)

P

= Pressure at the cross-section where Mach
number is one (pa)

Vd

= Volume of the dispersed phase (m3)

V

= Total volume / characteristics volume (m3)

V

= Control volume size (m3)

vp

= Particle velocity (m/s)

X

= Martinelli parameter (-)

x

= Axial direction (m)

Z

= Distance from the control volume to the out-offocus-particle (m)

i

Qd

= Volume flow rate of the dispersed phases
(m3/sec)

Qc

= Volume flow rate of the continuous phases
(m3/sec)

R

= Universal
kJ/mol.K)

gas

constant

r

= Bubble radius (m)

r0

= Reference bubble size (m)

ra

= Radii for the major axes (m)

rb

= Radii for the minor axes (m)

(8.3144 10 3

(rb )max = Maximum stable bubble radius (m)
r

= Radial distance from the axis of symmetry (m)

R

= Pipe radius (m)

Si

= Area of the liquid lump (m2)

Greek Letters



= Void fraction [-]

H

= Homogeneous void fraction [-]

p

= Particle momentum response time (s)

c

= Characteristic flow system time (s)

m

= Momentum response time (s)

f

= Characteristic time of the flow field (s)
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p

= Particle density (kg/m3)

l

= Liquid

d

= Particle density (kg/m3)

g

= Gas

c

= Continuous phase density(kg/m3)

ave

= Average

crit

= Critical

max

= Maximum

min

= Minimum

3

p

= Bulk particle density (kg/m )

d

= Bulk particle density (kg/m3)

ABBREVIATIONS
3

c

= Bulk continuous phase density (kg/m )

ALR

= Air to liquid ratio

m

= Mixture density

LDA

= Laser-doppler-anemometry

μc

= Viscosity of the continuous phase (kg/m.s)

DDPIV = Defocusing digital particle image velocimetry

μd

= Viscosity of the dispersed phase (kg/m.s)

μm

= Mixture viscosity (kg/m.s)

N Fr

= Froude number

col

= Average distance between potentially colliding
particles (m)

Fr

= Froude number

r

= Average distance traveled by a particle during
relaxation time(m)

F

= Modified Froude number

Knc

= Collision Knudsen number



= Kinematic viscosity (m2/s)

Knr

= Relaxation Knudsen number

c

= Kinematic viscosity of the continuous phase
(m2/s)

St

= Stokes number

Nb

= Body force number

d

= Kinematic viscosity of the dispersed phase
(m2/s)

Ga

= Galileo number



= Surface tension (N/m)

St

= Strouhal number



Re

= Reynolds number

= Velocity ratio

Re 

= Terminal Reynolds number



= Thickness of the wall jet (m)

= Particle Reynolds number

t i

Re p

= Residence time (s)

We

= Weber Number

2

3

DIPH

= Digital image plane holography

Dimensionless Groups



= Energy dissipation (m /s )

Wec

= Critical Weber number



= Flow rate fraction (-)

Eo

= Eotvos number



= Input liquid content (-)

M

= Morton Number



= Void fraction (-)
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s

= Superficial
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